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At the annual conference of the 
Association for Theatre in Higher 
Education (ATHE) in Las Vegas 
in August 2017, the SDC Journal 
Peer-Reviewed Section (SDCJ-PRS) 
celebrated its second full year in 
print, toasted new authors and 
members of the peer-review and 
advisory boards, and extended 
hearty thanks and welcome to 
outgoing and incoming editors 
(Figs. 1 & 2). The current editors 
are all academics and Associate 
Members of SDC who present 
regularly together at ATHE 
annual conferences. We decided 

to undertake a forum on the ongoing informal relationship between SDC and ATHE, and more 
broadly, on the ways SDC supports its Members working in higher education. 

All members of the editorial team were involved in a publication task force formed by members 
of the Directing Focus Group of ATHE, who enthusiastically accepted Laura Penn’s offer in 2013 
to create a peer-reviewed publication exclusively devoted to theatre direction and choreography. 
Each year the four of us gather with past and current members of the SDCJ Peer Review Board 
at ATHE and reflect on our directing work in academia and professionally, connecting our work 
to scholarship, and generating a (rare) directorial dialogue amongst ourselves. Our academic 
institutions span several regions of the US and schools of different types. The following forum 
reflects our work together in Las Vegas around the theme of “Spectacle” and looks forward to 
our work next year, both as editors of the PRS and as members of the planning committee for 
ATHE’s next conference, August 1-5, 2018, in Boston, MA, centering on the theme “Theatres of 
Revolution: Performance, Pedagogy, and Protest.” 
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FIG. 1 Karen Azenberg, Caitlin Graham, 

Genevieve LeRoy-Walton, ATHE keynote 
speaker Tony Walton, Kris Danford + Alicia 
Tafoya, ATHE VP for Conference 2017, at the 

ATHE/SDC Annual Cocktail Hour In Las Vegas. 

Editorial Forum: SDC Support for Directors and 
Choreographers in Higher Education

We each address the following three questions 
in the short essays that follow: 

1.  How do you see SDC and the Peer-Reviewed 
Section of the Journal supporting directors 
and choreographers in higher education 
such as yourself? What excites you about 
your work as an editor of the Journal? 

2.  What did you contribute to the ATHE 2017 
Conference in Las Vegas? What are some 
highlights that might be of interest to other 
SDC Members?

3.  What are some things that excite you about 
the upcoming ATHE 2018 Conference 
in Boston and how do you see ATHE/
SDC working together in that context, 
and in the future, to support directors 
and choreographers working in higher 
education? Likewise, how can Members 
working in academic settings support 
the professional fields of directing and 
choreography more broadly?

FIG. 2 LEFT Karen Azenberg, Brian Kite + Anne 
Healy at the ATHE/SDC Annual Cocktail Hour, 
2017 
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ANN M. SHANAHAN,  
CO-EDITOR, SDCJ-PRS

The Gender Politics of 
Spectacle in Staging Sarah 

Ruhl’s Adaptation of 
Virginia Woolf’s ORLANDO 
and ATHE 2018: Theatres of 

Revolution

David Callaghan, Kathleen M. McGeever, 
Emily A. Rollie and I presented together on 
a panel at ATHE 2017, named “[s]pectacle 
as an Alternative to Bells and Whistles: Four 
Directors Reflect on Visual Communication and 
a Return to the Imagination in Staging.” My 
paper, entitled “‘I am about to understand...’: 
The Gender Politics of Spectacle in Sarah 
Ruhl’s Stage Directions,” reflects on a recent 
production of Sarah Ruhl’s Orlando that I 
directed (with substantial assistance from 
Jeremy Ohringer, M.F.A. Directing, Boston 
University ’19) for the 24th Annual Conference 
of the International Virginia Woolf Society, 
Department of Fine and Performing Arts 
at Loyola University Chicago, and Room(s) 
Theatre. I argue that the creativity and 
collaboration required to achieve the visual 
pictures of Ruhl’s verse and stage directions 
(based heavily on Virginia Woolf’s text) 
reinforce the play’s dramaturgy in relation to 
gender and identity, empowering creativity 
and fostering community in both ensemble 
and audience through shared processes of 
art-making. I place our staging processes in 
context of larger considerations about gender 
and space, which I’ve developed in scholarly 
writing on staging plays about women and 
houses. Through ongoing theorizing about 
directing plays with these subjects, I’ve 
developed ideas about gender, space, and style 
in staging; these ideas help me to understand 
Orlando in unique terms, and relate the fluidity 
of gender expressions in the novel and play 
to design and staging choices in production.

Diana Swanson, associate professor in Women’s 
and Gender Studies at Northern Illinois 
University, provided the following synoptic 
notes for Virginia Woolf’s novel in our program: 

“Orlando, the hero/heroine of the novel, 
begins life as a male in the Elizabethan era 
and by the end of the novel is a 36-year-old 
woman in 1928. Sometimes his/her lovers 

are women, sometimes men. Throughout 
his/her centuries of life, shaped by historical 
and gender changes, s/he writes poetry.…” 
Orlando, both the novel and play, can be 
understood as an integration of gendered 
identities through art-making. The poet, 
Orlando, struggles throughout the novel 
and play to depict in poetry “the natural”—
specifically an old oak tree that grows on 
the grounds of his (then her) estate.

 And he tried to describe—
  For all young poets are forever describing—
 Nature. (142)

Considered by some a companion to Woolf’s 
nonfiction piece A Room of One’s Own, 
treatment of space in Orlando relates to this 
architectural symbol. While a house does not 
figure prominently in Sarah Ruhl’s adaptation 
of Woolf’s novel, nonetheless because of the 
nature of the play and its source material, 
the relationship of domestic and public 
spaces in the play can be meaningfully 
illuminated by theorizing about gender and 
space. As with time, identity, and gender 
in the novel and play, treatment of space 
is fluid and nonconventional. We followed 
Ruhl’s suggestion for flexible casting of the 
required roles through a collective chorus 
made up of folks identifying as and playing 
varied and fluidly expressed genders, races, 
and sexualities—with simple costume pieces 
to change characters. The chorus collectively 
created places and objects, as well as 
characters, importantly including the oak 
tree that Orlando tries to write. In notes, Ruhl 
introduces the performance style required 
for Orlando with a reference to Vietnamese 
Ceo Theatre: “In the Russian tradition of 
Stanislavski, the actor says, ‘I will tell you a 
story about me.’ In the German tradition of 
Brecht, the actor says, ‘I will tell you a story 
about them.’ In the Vietnamese tradition, the 
actor says, ‘You and I will tell each other a story 
about all of us’” (Jenkins qtd in Ruhl 137). 

At the end of the play, Orlando is finally able 
to complete her poem, when, safely at home 
and away from the chaos of the modern world, 
she defies sexual limitations and dares to write 
while married. The success of the creative 
act also requires that she acknowledge the 
need for other people, a collective—both a 
multiplicity of selves within her, and other 
people to receive the creative act as audience. 
This arc of creativity suggest that, while we 
may start by needing a room of our own, 
ultimately real creativity (writing “the natural”) 
means breaking it down—moving into liminal 
space at the threshold (limen) between 
interior (inner) and exterior (outer) space. I 
have traced a trend with female-identifying 
characters in plays about houses: dramatists 
connect their final acts in houses to society, 
the public surrounding the private spaces. 

As the lines break down between public and 
private, male and female, Life and Theatre—
ALL is HOUSE. In Orlando, Sarah Ruhl follows 
Woolf’s path to this limen. The only way to 
write (and stage) the natural is to occupy this 
liminal space, materially and collectively. 

Understanding the spaces of the story in these 
terms allowed me to appreciate Orlando’s 
final success in writing the oak tree and 
suggested a way to stage this event in space. 
In the final scene, the fragmented 20th-century 
world drives Orlando running home to the 
safety of her own room, but she finds she 
can no longer easily locate herself there. 

  For she had a great variety of selves to 
  call upon:
  The boy who sat under the oak tree
  young man who fell in love with Sasha
  the boy who handed the queen of all 
  of rosewater
  the poet, the fine lady, the woman who 
   called Mar or Shelmardine or Bonthrup. 

(230-231)

The chorus, aspects of herself and her 
collective audience, disperse to leave Orlando 
alone in her room at the return home. 
According to the gendered dynamics of space 
outlined above, the place for the chorus to 
retreat was (naturally) across the threshold of 
the proscenium, into the auditorium, within 
and behind the audience. The audience was 
not aware of their presence, until they began 
to whisper softly in response to Orlando’s calls. 
This whisper was a collective inspiration of 
the chorus, which we fostered in many ways, 
including use of Viewpoints in staging as 
alternative to Stanislavski’s realistic methods. 
Visited by the then dead Queen Elizabeth, 
Orlando finally defies gender restrictions for 
married women, and begins to write. The actor 
playing Orlando, Annie Murphy, followed a 
brilliant impulse to write all over the physical 
world of the set—along chairs, rugs, manikins, 
and trunks—until finally, the poem is done!—
and it “wants to be read…people had become 
necessary” (232). At this point, the chorus 
slowly joined Orlando on stage, surrounding 
her to reprise their collective creation of the 
oak tree, but this time also including her in the 
formation. The member of the chorus playing 
Shel, her husband and male counterpart, 
entered last, also from the audience, when 
the script indicates “he came as he always 
did, in moments of dead calm…” (232). As 
he joined the collective group of entangled, 
breathing bodies, fusing actor and audience 
space (Fig. 3), Orlando uttered the last words 
of the play, “I am about to understand...”(232).

The idea for staging the end, which received 
an audible gasp from audiences, came from 
a dream I had about talking with a friend and 
mentor, while walking upstairs in a house 
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on our university campus where I have 
staged plays. It was based on my ongoing 
theorizing about gender and theatrical space, 
understanding the border of the house 
as a physical manifestation of a gender 
binary, and what I’ve learned from repeated 
application of these theories in the material 
terms of production. Culturally speaking, as 
strictly binaried terms expand to more fluid 
conceptions and expressions of genders and 
sexualities, and as the demarcation of public 
and private spaces shifts, conceptions of 
domestic spaces on stage likewise change. 
This staging of the end of Orlando provides 
a physical embodiment of the breakdown of 
public and private, imaginary and material—a 
union of multiple and variously gendered 
selves….With Orlando, in the theatre, we 
are, perhaps, about to understand…

I am excited to serve as Vice President for 
Conference 2018 and am proud that the 
editors in this forum join me and other leading 
scholars from a variety of disciplines across 
ATHE focus groups on the conference planning 
committee.  The full call for papers, written 
by the 2018 Conference Committee, follows.

FIG. 3 Final moment of 
Orlando PHOTO Julia 
Eberhardt c/o Loyola 
University Chicago 
and Room(s) Theatre

Theatres of Revolution:  
Performance, Pedagogy, and Protest

  The 2018 ATHE Conference focuses on revolution, resistance, and protest, and the multiple 
ways these ideas—and the actions that spring from them—impact theatre in higher 
education. Drawing on the city of Boston for its historical significance in the American 
Revolution, and as a site of both academic excellence and artistic innovation, we aim 
to explore revolutions at the multiple intersections of politics, theatre education, and 
professional practice. We will consider various meanings of revolution, in scholarship and 
performance as well as in our work as educators with students in the classroom, rehearsal 
hall, and in the larger context of college campuses. 

  The conference theme invites examination of ways in which electoral representation 
resonates with theory and practice in theatre-making: How does representation in 
politics relate to equitable and fair casting and employment practices? How do changing 
practices require revolutions in production methods and pedagogies? How might theatre 
scholarship serve a meaningful public function, engaging with performances—both artistic 
and civic—that surround us? How might we create art that activates audiences to make 
lasting social change? 

  Boston’s history allows us to consider performance and revolution in uniquely complicated 
ways. Events of the American Revolution are memorialized throughout the city in museums 
and public monuments, many involving performed reenactments. The site of the Boston 
Tea Party, a protest by white men who masqueraded as Native Americans to resist “taxation 
without representation” by the British, is marked by a museum only a short distance from 
the conference hotel. However, other revolutions remain unmarked, such as the systematic 
and violent dispossession of the Wampanoag, Nipmuc, Massachusett and other nations of 
the Dawnland by European colonists. In contemporary US politics, the Tea Party has itself 
become a kind of costume for protest. Groups claiming its ethos arguably play with tropes 
of revolution alongside those of racial superiority, misogyny, and nativism. Consideration 
of how contemporary and historical enactments of the foundational stories of the United 
States of America perform race and gender, as well as erasure of the land’s history before 
colonization, raises complex questions concerning representation and revolution in this 
context. These questions resonate in turn with debates prompted by popular theatrical 
productions like Hamilton, which not only evidences revolutions in storytelling and casting 
practices, but famously inspired a Twitter war between artists and politicians about the role 
of theatre as “safe space” or platform for protest. 

We see questions about safe space and protest rising on college campuses: demonstrations 
and counter-demonstrations by right and left, changing policies regarding academic 
freedom, the development of professor watch lists, conceal and carry laws, designation of 
sanctuary campuses, and the ongoing impact to students who are especially vulnerable 
under new policies, including undocumented and transgender students. These concerns 
intersect with urgent questions over funding for the arts and for higher education, the cost 
of education, and perpetuation of economic and institutional inequities on racial, ethnic, 
and gender lines. 

 Join us in Boston in 2018 to explore the potency and precarity of theatre in higher 
education to protest oppressions and advance revolutionary change. 

We hope directors and choreographers in 
SDC, especially those who work in higher 
education, will consider joining theatre 
educators in Boston in 2018, as well as leaders 
in other professional organizations such as 
TCG and USITT for workshops, plenary events, 
special sessions, and performances centered 
around this important and exciting theme. 
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DAVID CALLAGHAN,  
CO-EDITOR, SDCJ-PRS

Still Signaling Through 
Flames: The Actor’s Body 

as Spectacle in SPRING 
AWAKENING and ATHE 2018

I think the SDC Journal offers highly relevant 
resources and discussion forums in our field. 
I was on the task force that created the Peer-
Reviewed Section and then on the board. I 
view my role as a co-editor as an opportunity 
to gain new insights into the exciting work 
happening in our profession, and to serve the 
SDC Membership in even more expansive ways.

In Las Vegas, I co-coordinated a panel 
showcasing Vegas-based directors. I also 
saw five performances, including The Beatles 
LOVE, BAZ, and Absinthe. My biggest takeaway 
was the consistent enthusiasm and sense of 
“event” among these audiences (at mostly sold 
out houses). As a director and producer of a 
university theatre season, I keep reflecting on 
how to attract theatregoers as we compete 
with numerous other entertainment options. 
Given the continued closings of theatres 
and university theatre departments, this 
challenge seems especially resonant. 

One of my favorite films is My Dinner 
with André, where the legendary avant-
garde director André Gregory shares 
his participation in Jerzy Grotowski’s 
Paratheatrical happenings in Poland with 
dinner companion Wallace Shawn. Their 
freewheeling conversations speak to many 
issues of politics and theatre of the times 
and their implications for the future. I have 
enjoyed an ongoing “dinner” conversation of 
sorts with my colleagues in this forum during 
the last three conferences, where we have 
engaged issues of memory, space, gender, 
and spectacle via formal panels. In each 
session, we engaged these frames through 
the lenses of productions we have directed.

My paper in Vegas reflected the panel’s 
exploration of spectacle with a small “s,” 
exploring how the embodied performances 
in my spring 2016 production of the musical 
Spring Awakening captured the potential 
spectacle in the dense symbolism of Steven 
Sater’s lyrics and stage directions.

Our first leap into this Artaudian-like 
dreamscape involved embracing Sater’s notion 
that in the privacy of their own bedroom, every 
teenager acts like an imagined rock star. As I 
unraveled these complicated communication 
codes with my choreographer and designers, 
the short book scenes contained the literal 
world of a provincial German town, c. 1890, 
that at times brutally ordered the life of these 
teenagers. However, the deeper, authentic 
journey of the characters resided in their 
explosive inner lives, which emerged through 
each successive song in Act I. The show 
opens with Wendla yearning to know about 
the process of motherhood in “Mama Who 
Bore Me,” with her “revealed in song light…
she gently explores her newly maturing body, 
[and] pulls on a near-transparent schoolgirl 
dress” (15). Wendla’s private exploration is 
shattered by pounding percussion as her 
school friends join her in a primal, communal 
anthem, allowing their bodies to express 
the questions repressed in their public lives. 
Our scenic design further reflected these 
tensions, with totems of their secret and 
institutional worlds such as magical lights, 
incense burners, and bound schoolbooks 
hanging in the air around them. One of the 
musical’s important conventions involves the 
presence of unnamed teens in contemporary 

dress, joining the scripted period characters 
in various numbers. In our production, I 
heightened their impact by incorporating 
these additional characters into the onstage 
choreography for “Mama” and continued 
this motif throughout the production. 

A major turning point of these emerging 
Freudian desires occurs in the ethereal 
“Touch Me.” Stage directions indicate “subtle 
chords…a world of longing. The boys and 

girls gather around Melchior and Moritz 
in radiant light, singing and moving as a 
chorus” (35). Adolescent bravado segues into 
youthful vulnerability as they contemplate the 
mysteries of sex, and gradually the full teen 
community transcends the literal boundaries 
of their separate rooms to physically celebrate 
their repeated sung phrase, “touch me.” Our 
staging also united Melchior and Wendla in 
this dreamscape site to embody Wendla’s 
stated attraction for him in a prior scene, 
anticipating their subsequent relationship. 
The audience was seated on stage in a 3/4 
configuration that allowed for 75 spectators, 
further heightening the surreal nature of the 
number. Characters swirled around them, with 
others seated only inches from onlookers.
“Touch Me” then transitions into three scenes 
that escalate Wendla and Melchior’s complex 
attraction. The first is an encounter in the 
woods where again they express their inner 
feelings in “The Word of Your Body.” Our set 
included a large antique piano, which I used 
to create a series of recurring visual images 
for the numbers that conveyed longings for 
physical and spiritual connection. The first 
happened with Georg’s solo during “Touch 
Me,” followed by Wendla and Melchior’s 
move to the top of the piano in “The Word of 
Your Body” where they cross beyond secret 

desire to physically explore their longing for 
each other. Victor Turner defines the liminal 
as a place “neither here nor there,” but rather 
“betwixt and between the positions assigned 
by law, custom, convention and ceremony” 
(95). The liminal journey allows for the 
possibility of creating new personal identities 
and social constructs, which aptly reflects 
the inner landscapes and desires of the teen 
characters as expressed in these songs.

FIG. 4 Ensemble, “The Guilty Ones,” Act II  
PHOTO Michael Wade c/o The University  
of Montevallo Theatre Department,  
Spring Awakening, April 2016
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After Wendla and Melchior consummate 
their relationship in the “hayloft” scene, the 
entire community gathers to contemplate the 
aftermath as they sing “The Guilty Ones” at 
the top of Act II. To extend the visual spectacle 
of this motif, I placed Wendla and Melchior 
on the floor as the parish priest condemns 
their impure actions, while the teen ensemble 
was grouped on or around the piano (Fig. 
4). This staging pattern was not realistic, but 
created an ongoing state of liminal ritual 
where the teenagers engaged the “real story” 
contained within their “hearts and minds” 
(VIII). Furthermore, it allowed the audience 
to share a sense of what Turner called “ritual 
camaraderie” or “communitas” with the 
characters, in which a “group catches fire in 
the spirit” and can experience a “liberation 
from the constraints of ordinary life” (274). 
This spiritual or emotional connection 
occurred in many other numbers, including 
Melchior’s “Left Behind” at Moritz’s funeral as 
his friends silently drop flowers at his grave. 

In Act II, the principal characters are brutally 
crushed as Moritz commits suicide, Wendla 
dies from an abortion, and Melchior is sent 
to a reformatory. Their dream for a liberated 
future, however, is expressed in the ethereal 
“Whispering,” where Wendla and Melchior 
embrace the “mysteries” between them in 
counterpoint with a dialogue scene between 
Melchior’s parents. Wendla proclaims, “And I 
let him love me. So, let that be my story…” (83), 
with the freedom of the musical space allowing 
her to “give voice…to the enormous story 
unfolding between them” (VIII—VIX). Alone on 
stage at its conclusion in a surreal blue light, 
Wendla’s “heart…huge and dark” can finally 
“whisper some silver reply” to her lover that 
the teens hoped for in “The Guilty Ones” (65).

Subsequently, as Melchior is about to kill 
himself, the departed Wendla and Moritz 
return to convince him to carry on without 
them. The stage directions indicate that 
“Melchior draws the ghosts of Wendla and 
Moritz to him, holds them” (91). Unlike 
the original production, I staged Wendla 
to guide the razor from his throat and for 
Melchior to look directly at them. In our 
intimate theatre, this shift heightened the 
emotional power of the stage directions 
and imagery of the scene, climaxing in 
intensity as the ghosts physically “recede” 
through the audience singing “not gone” in 
counterpoint to Melchior’s lyrics, “they walk 
with my heart—I’ll never let them go” (92). 

As the number ends, Melchior crosses the 
threshold beyond the liminal space into a new 
life, although not the one he once dreamed. 
The linear story ends here, but the finale, 
“The Song of Purple Summer,” bookends the 
metaphysical yearning of “Mama Who Bore 
Me” with adults and teens alike united in the 

space where they joyfully celebrate, “All shall 
know the wonder of purple summer…” (94). As 
the lights fade, the audience is offered one final 
ritualistic possibility of collective communitas, 
capturing what Julian Beck once referred 
to as “a theatre that would be an intense 
experience halfway between dreams and 
rituals, through which the viewer could achieve 
intimate comprehension of himself…” (11).

Given our current cultural climate, the 2018 
conference theme is enormously timely. 
As teacher-artists, we are charged with 
developing dialogue among our students and 
audiences around sometimes challenging 
questions. Although currently under attack 
in more extreme conservative circles, the 
academy serves as a central resource in 
many communities. With that comes a 
responsibility to offer positive leadership and 
a willingness to engage difficult issues. Ideally, 
the conference will create new strategies 
for future work on our campuses as agents 
of change. The great political theatre artists 
Judith Malina and Hanon Reznikov of the 
Living Theatre once wrote of the need to 
maintain their mission in the face of ongoing 
adversity: “we have always wanted to work, 
not necessarily where we are most popular, 
but rather where we are most needed” (Malina 
and Reznikov). I continue to find this message 
inspiring in my roles as teacher, director, 
and member of multiple communities.

SDC offers a strong support network for 
ATHE and directors and choreographers as 
we do our work in highly visible landscapes 
that frequently include diminished resources, 
controversy, and even censorship. It is 
arguably more important than ever for 
Members in academic settings to produce 
seasons that speak to the events shaping 
the world we are preparing students 
to enter after leaving university life. 
Involvement in SDC as an Associate Member 
can help bridge important connections 
between university-based directors and 
those working outside the academy.
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KATHLEEN M. MCGEEVER,  
BOOK REVIEW EDITOR

Magic in Plain Sight: 
Staging Jeffrey Hatcher’s 

Adaptation of DR. JEKYLL AND 
MR. HYDE and Protest  

as Performance

A professor and a director, I joined SDC as an 
Associate Member because of the interplay 
of practice and pedagogy, which is at the 
heart of directing in the academy. We are 
artists who teach, and effective teaching 
requires reflective practice. Not only does 
SDC provide outstanding resources for 
directors in and out of the academy, the Peer-
Reviewed Section of SDC Journal highlights 
the marriage of practice and pedagogy. 

I have been involved with the SDCJ-PRS since 
the beginning, first as the Associate Book 
Review Editor and a member of the review 
board, and most recently as Book Review 
Editor. As directors and choreographers, many 
texts apply to our practice. I look forward 
to my new role as editor because I will 
have opportunities to explore these diverse 
resources in a rewarding way. The best reviews 
allow the voices of both the book’s author 
and the reviewer to co-exist, providing PRS 
readers a sort of dialogue between multiple 
directors and/or choreographers at once. 
 
The Directing Focus Group of ATHE is also 
a forum in which to explore pedagogy 
and practice. Directors Rollie, Shanahan, 
Callaghan, and I have engaged in an 
ongoing dialogue concerning our individual 
directing processes. The dialogue led to 
three panels that probed topics of place 
(Montreal, 2015), history (Chicago, 2016), and 
spectacle with a small “s” (Las Vegas, 2017).
 
Las Vegas was the ideal setting in which to 
explore how we create spectacle. My paper, 
Magic in Plain Sight: Four Jekylls and a Hyde 
considered my techniques for staging the 
visual pictures of Jeffrey Hatcher’s Dr. Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyde by embracing simplicity and 
exposing technique. Our hope was that the 
audience saw clearly where we were going, 
willingly went where led, and were nonetheless 
surprised when they got there, experiencing 
the thrill of theatre “magic”—both in acting 
and design—executed in plain sight. 
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The genre of Dark Romanticism was my 
inspiration; depicting ghosts, witches, devils, 
and enigmatic, gloomy landscapes, the artists 
reflect humanity’s inevitable fate. The paintings 
seized my imagination, ushering me into 
the uncomfortable world of Jekyll and Hyde. 
This is the shadowy landscape of Dickens 
and other Victorian novelists, but Stevenson 
created an even more sinister setting. In fact, 
just two years after the novella was published, 
Jack the Ripper stalked London, and some 
suspected Stevenson’s book served as a 
blueprint for the real terror. I was inspired 
by Henry Fuseli’s painting The Nightmare, 
which depicts an ape-like incubus resting on 
the chest of a languid woman while a beast 
waits in the wings. Critics assert that The 
Nightmare portrays the simultaneity of a body 
asleep and a nightmare awake within the 
mind. The painting, a dream-like, haunting, 
erotic scene, evoked the world of the play 
for me and greatly influenced my staging. 

Scenically, the design was uncomplicated, 
consisting of a series of platforms, ladders, 
and a spiral staircase. The platforms were 
planked like a deck to provide optimal 
lighting opportunities, capturing the light 
and shadow creeping through the gaps in the 
wood. The soaring height of the unit created 
a sense of space and distance. Furniture 
and properties were limited; projections 
were used to present both symbolic and 
realistic images. The costume design linked 
the four actors playing Hyde to the actor 
playing Jekyll. We designed the Hydes in 
shades of gray using identical morning coats 
and top hats. Dr. Jekyll was clothed in a 
similar silhouette, but in blue and gray. The 
production design captured the mood of 
another dark romantic piece, Caspar David 
Friedrich’s painting Seashore by Moonlight. 
The landscape illustrates simple forms and 
diffuse light with a limited range of color, 
just like our design. Critics say the painting 
symbolizes humanity’s toil and struggle in 
the earthly world, leading to imminent death. 
Freidrich’s painting, much like Fuseli’s, inspired 
the psychological landscape of the characters 
as well as the physical world of the play.

The four Hydes in Hatcher’s adaptation 
highlight Jekyll’s psychological complexity 
and struggle with multiple sides of his nature. 
Jekyll’s transformation is initially voluntary, 
then becomes involuntary, until finally Jekyll 
makes the choice purposefully to allow Hyde 
to dominate. I asked the actors to imagine 
a voyeur standing on a dangerous precipice 
ready to fall, teetering before making the 
right choice. I pointed them to the end of 
the first act, where a maid, who witnessed 
the terrible murder of Carew, exclaims: “I 
am sorry. The better me would have 

called out sooner…but the bad in me…
wanted to watch” (39). Hatcher’s adaptation 
explores the “slippery notion of identity”—
supposing there is gray in the spectrum 
between good and evil, and that humanity has 
potential to slip in either direction, or even 
more disturbing, to succumb to darkness. 

The Hydes are deliberately doubled with 
prominent characters in the story, providing 
a multi-faceted look at human psyche, 
as well as an intriguing opportunity for 
actors to create physical representations 
of various Hydes. To foster these physical 
transformations, I used Laban Movement 
Analysis (LBA). Rudolph Laban (1879–1958) 
created a theoretical and practical system 
for observing, performing, and interpreting 
movement. LBA frees actors to play with a 
range of physical possibilities; psychological 
and physical processes lead to a character’s 
outward expression of an inner world. Through 
this method we crafted physical expressions for 
various aspects of Hyde, which accumulated 

to threaten the perceived goodness of Jekyll, 
until our audience questioned what side of 
this man was evil and what side good. 

My staging concealed nothing from the 
audience. For example, in the first act Hyde 1 
violently assails a child and quickly disappears 
behind a red door. He immediately reappears 
as another character, Utterson, with only a 
change in physicality to identify him. The 
actor made a quick circle through the door 
and around the other side, back to the front. 
In the second act, the four Hydes overpower 
Jekyll, transforming from their other character 
in full sight. Surrounding Jekyll, the Hydes 
torment him, and then physically fade into the 
shadows unexpectedly, becoming their other 
characters again. Finally, near the climactic 
scene all Hydes return despite Jekyll’s feeble 
attempts to banish them. At the site of Hyde’s 
cruelest attack, the death of Carew, Jekyll falls 
to his knees, and Hyde 2 (the most sadistic 
Hyde, doubled with the victim Carew) slithers 
out of the shadows, twirling Jekyll’s broken 

FIG. 5 Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Act II, Scene 4 
PHOTO Ben Alexander c/o Northern Arizona 

University, April 2014
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cane (Fig. 5). The scene, staged in a fetid green 
light, captured Hyde operating Jekyll as a 
puppeteer, voicing these words in full control: 
“Springtime and the buds have come back to 
bloom. Just because they lie dormant in the 
ground, we think they’re dead. They’re not. 
They’re just sleeping. Come on darling boy, 
on your feet, we’re going for a ramble.” (48). 
The transformation is now complete, and we 
arrive at the end of the play. Elizabeth, weeping 
over Jekyll’s lifeless body, gasps: “He did it to 
himself” and Hyde 3, bathed in tranquil light 
high above the long forgotten horror says: “I 
had the strangest dream. I dreamt I was a man 
named Henry Jekyll. Everyone loved me and 
thought I was the finest person they’d known. 
And I was so unhappy. So lonely. Thank God, 
I woke in time to know I wasn’t him” (58). As 
the lights fall, Jekyll’s lifeless body and Hyde 
3 are isolated in pools of light surrounded 
by fog, finally revealing Jekyll’s truth.

I am energized by the place and history of 
Boston for ATHE 2018. As a member of the 
2018 Conference Planning Committee, I am 
excited by the potential for expanded dialogue 
with ATHE membership. In these troubling 
times, it seems our culture and humanity are 
under siege, and I am reminded that rebellion 
can be fertile ground, providing opportunities 
for innovation. Boston, one of the cradles of 
the American Revolution, is an exciting setting 
to explore artists’ and educators’ responses 
to the times. Just now, as I write, I hear that 
the terror of white supremacists and Nazis in 
Boston was met with forty thousand counter-
protestors from several communities lifting 
their voices in a dangerous arena without 
violence. In January 2016, I had the opportunity 
to join millions in Washington, DC, for the 
Women’s March. My colleague and I braved a 
heavy snowstorm to travel from Flagstaff, AZ; 
I was compelled to do something. I am deeply 
proud that I joined millions, sharing the historic 
protest. Acts of protest are performance, and 
we, the people, tell our stories in revolt. I am 
profoundly encouraged by the ATHE discourse 
planned for Boston, anticipating revolutions in 
pedagogy and practice, and most importantly, 
with our art. Since we will be in Boston, a city 
with many Irish immigrants, I end with the 
Irish proverb that speaks volumes—“Under 
the shelter of each other, people survive.”
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Directing the Spectacular: 
Utilizing the Spectacle of 
Imagination in A YEAR WITH 

FROG AND TOAD and SDC/
ATHE’s Roles in Training 

Directors 

Before coming to academia, I worked as a 
freelance director, and those years provided 
some of my most valuable lessons in 
collaboration, leadership, communication, and 
the craft of directing. My Membership with SDC 
and my contribution to the SDC Journal Peer-
Reviewed Section not only help me maintain 
both sides of my professional persona but 
also allow me to give back to the field that has 
shaped and inspired me. There is wonderfully 
rich conversation at the intersection of 
practice and theory. Studying directing can 
deeply inform one’s artistic practice, and 
doing artistic work offers a great opportunity 
to grapple with theoretical, social, historical, 
and dramaturgical issues. I see the SDCJ-PRS 
as a place for directors to engage in both. 

Working as the book review editor is 
particularly exciting for me, as I am a bit 
of a book nerd; however, like many of us, I 
don’t always have the time to dive into as 
many new books as I would like. So when 
presented with the opportunity to become 
the associate book review editor of the PRS, 
I leapt at the chance to help bring titles 
of interest to readers’ attention as fodder 
for inspiration and new approaches. 

I strongly identify as an artist-scholar, and 
I strive to actively maintain and balance 
both of those careers. My connection to 
SDC, including the SDCJ-PRS, is one of 
my most valuable professional networks. 
Through it I stay connected to professional 
work—something that I view as essential 
for my own artistic and scholarly life as 
well as to model for my students, many of 
whom are aspiring directors. It also provides 
a respected venue for publishing work by 
and for those of us who look specifically at 
directing methods and theories. Work that 
spans the historical divide between practice 
and theory does not always have a “home” 

in other, more traditional publications, so 
it is refreshing and inspiring to read essays 
that bring together scholarship and practice 
alongside the words of directors working in 
professional theatres across the country.

I also serve as the Focus Group Representative 
for the Directing Program at ATHE, so I 
spent the majority of the 2017 conference 
participating in directing-related panels and 
events. In addition to vibrant roundtable 
discussions on texts used in undergraduate 
directing classrooms and best practices 
in director/designer collaboration, I was 
incredibly fortunate to join several of my 
colleagues on a panel exploring ways 
that we as directors might approach 
productions without relying on the “bells and 
whistles” of Spectacle with a capital “S.”

Indeed, the term “spectacle” itself is somewhat 
problematic. As Baz Kershaw notes in a 
December 2003 Theatre Journal article, the 
term is and has been ambiguous, connoting 
different things to different audiences but 
typically referring to large-scale (and often 
big-budget) effects. Natalie Osborne, in a 
September 2015 HowlRound article, posits 
that “in contemporary theatre, spectacle and 
special effects are treated as synonyms.” I 
think she raises a valid point, and I believe it 
is time to tease out the differences in these 
terms. While many audiences seem to expect 
Spectacle, as a director with a background 
in found space and low-budget theatre, I 
feel compelled to raise the question: can we 
“give ‘em the old razzle dazzle,” but without 
excessive special effects? Particularly in a 
moment when educational institutions as well 
as professional companies face budget cuts 
and dwindling audiences, perhaps it is useful 
to explore spectacle with a small “s,” or what 
I call the “spectacle of the imagination.” 

I believe that exercising elements of surprise, 
humor, and creativity, more “subtle spectacles,” 
can create a magic, an air of “anything 
is possible” that arguably subverts and 
counteracts the big-budget Spectacle and 
draws the audience into a production in a 
new, perhaps more powerful way. Using a 
production of the musical A Year with Frog 
and Toad (book and lyrics by Willie Reale, 
music by Robert Reale) that I directed in 
spring 2015, in my paper, I teased out the 
ways that my design team and I purposefully 
utilized the “spectacle of imagination,” and 
I argued that the approach enhanced the 
overall audience as well as actor experience.

Directorially I was drawn to the imaginative 
nature of the original world of Frog and Toad 
as created by children’s author and illustrator 
Arnold Lobel. Lobel developed these characters 
during his childhood to create friends for 
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himself and find his place in the world. Lobel 
was highly imaginative, and his characters are 
too, so I wanted our audience members—
young and old—to experience that. But rather 
than rely on “big S” Spectacle, I wanted to 
encourage audience members to use their 
imaginations to fill in the gaps—much like 
we do when reading a book. I wanted the 
audience to be able to imagine the magic and 
then see it in everyday life. Thus, my director’s 
concept moved toward “small-s” spectacle. I 
wanted the story to come to life before their 
eyes, but I wanted the small humans in the 
audience to be able to leave the theatre and 
recreate those imaginative moments of magic 
in their own homes, with the power of their 
own imaginations. We needed to make the 
ordinary become extraordinary, with everyday 
objects taking on new uses and meanings. 

With the “spectacle of imagination” in mind, 
I collaborated closely with my designers 
to introduce moments and objects that 
repurposed and reimagined the every day. We 
found ways to use everyday objects such as  
inexpensive inner tubes worn like a backpack 

for Turtle’s shell or rehearsal blocks with a 
large piece of white fabric for “snow,” that 
could be moved to increase the “speed” of 
the sled and “pitch” of the hill to stage Frog 
and Toad’s winter sledding adventure (Fig. 6). 

I would argue that this imaginative approach 
actually opened more doors for spectacle 
than complicated special effects would 
have. It required my actors to be inventive 
in rehearsal and when creating character, 
which engaged our audiences more actively. 
In a cultural moment in which imagination 
is often set aside for technology, it is 
essential that we invite audiences to use their 
imaginations and invest in the spectacle. As 
directors, we have the great privilege and 
opportunity to make productions that spur 
creative thought and activate the power of 
imagination. And that is a spectacular thing.

One of the great opportunities we have as 
artists—particularly artists working in the live, 
embodied medium of theatre—is to reflect, 
reimagine, and respond to social issues with 
our collaborators and audiences. Particularly 

in this tumultuous socio-political moment, 
the need for art and theatre as a vehicle for 
response, resistance, and revolution is high. 
The 2018 ATHE theme really probes this, 
asking us to consider the ways theatre has 
engaged and is engaging in the politics and 
possibilities of revolution, both personal and 
public. As someone who both directs and 
studies the work of directors, I am eager to 
see what work comes from the immediate 
socio-political moment as well as explore how 
current directors’ work mirrors or expands 
upon the work of directors in the past. The 
2018 ATHE theme is rich with possibilities—
both in artistic and scholarly work—and I am 
eager to see how my colleagues and fellow 
artists are using art and directing approaches 
to teach and perform resistance and revolution.

Over the past several years, the ATHE/SDC 
collaboration has gained more ground, and 
that excites and invigorates me. I think the 
collaboration adds vibrancy and relevancy to 
our academic and professional conversations. 
While ATHE only occurs in August each 
year, the regional SDC meetings and other 
events that happen year-round offer a great 
resource and point of connection for all of us 
interested and working in directing. The ATHE/
SDC collaboration extends the conversations 
begun at ATHE and allows ideas to take shape 
in various regions and throughout the year. 

Also, as someone who is helping support 
young directors, I think the SDC/ATHE 
relationship opens great possibilities for these 
emerging artists—as well as their faculty 
sponsors. The collaboration points to the 
fluidity between the worlds of scholarship 
and practice, academia and the profession, 
and I hope the continued collaboration can 
expand those conversations further.  
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